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One-third of reps today are not ready to win.
But which ones are they?

The best sales reps are laser focused on driving
buying decisions. But many reps don’t have the
knowledge, skills or tools to be effective.
Qstream can help.
Free Sales Productivity Quotient Model
helps you diagnose your sales productivity
challenges.
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Editorial

2017 and all That
Whilst many of you scurry
around, attempting to hit
your quotas in this last
month of the last quarter of
2106, many of us are
already contemplating what 2017 may
hold for the sales space.
o doubt you are reading a plethora of
predictions from various sources, so I
thought I might add my own.
I believe that as buyers continue to become
increasingly selfeducated about our products,
companies and our market sector, the sales role in
many industries will undoubtedly become
diminished. The role of sales is shifting to a
consulting model that brings expertise in the areas of
business, industry, company, stakeholder and
capabilities.
While the role of the order taker salesperson will
go the way of the Internet, for the complex sale for
the foreseeable future, the role of the salesperson is
secure. There will always be a place for the
professional business consultants – the “Top 5%
Players.” These people consult more than sell, as
they assist their clients in making sound buying
decisions.
The ability to gather and analyse data will help
salespeople be more precise in identifying customers
and anticipating their needs, so they get to them
before those customers get to the market.
In fact, I think everything will be more precise. I
see sales organizations not having a defined sales
process, but rather multiple processes for renewals,
new business or accounts at risk, etc.
Telephone and online conferencing will be the
way of the sales and facetoface will be reserved for
major deals and major milestone points in the sale.
Sales training will go to the Universities as the

N

foundation with majors in sales (currently this is
starting to grow).
As machines get smarter, they will do more of the
work – will they be personal assistants, provide sales
coaching, figure out pricing, set the sales strategy
and so on? I think they will.
Also in 2017, I see two avenues that will be vital…
The first is expertise and the second is relationship. I
see the second as the greater challenge.
Expertise is exactly what customers are looking
for today. The bar has been raised for sales
organizations in how they select and develop their
people. Customers will spend time with salespeople
who they believe will bring them relevant expertise,
and who will help them solve their business
problems. In the content era, expertise was product
expertise, but today it goes far beyond that to
business acumen, industry knowledge, company and
stakeholder knowledge, and team leverage
knowledge and access, etc.
Relationships: Technology has given us so much,
but as young people rely more and more on online
communication, they are not developing relationship
skills such as the skills to read people’s expressions,
read body language, or tone of voice. People need to
relate, they need to trust and to use intuition in
making decisions. Research shows emotions are
more a factor in decisionmaking than data. The need
to connect is hard wired into people.
But my concern is salespeople and customers
alike will not have the skills needed to connect. The
ability to connect and build relationships will be the
big differentiator.
It is going to be an interesting year, isn’t it?
May I take this opportunity to wish you seasonal
greetings and confirm that January’s edition of this
magazine will be published on January 3rd 2017. n

Jonathan Farrington is the CEO of
Top Sales World. You can also follow him
on LinkedIn here
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5 Executive Decision-Making
Profiles Offer Path to Executive Sales
Jonathan Farrington
interviews Byron
Matthews, President and
CEO of Miller Heiman
Group.
yron outlines the challenge: “It’s not just
about getting to executives, although that’s
important. It’s more about what you do when
you get there. It’s all about understanding how they
make decisions.” Once you have this understanding,
he explains, you can tailor your presentation to their
style, and it greatly increases the odds of success.

B
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JF: Byron, in your opinion, how important is it to
sell at the executive level, and how does a good
sales team take the next step once they gain an
opportunity?
BM: One question I like to ask our customers is this:
“Are you satisfied with your sales professionals once
they reach the CSuite?” The most common answer I
hear is, “We’re not as effective as we’d like to be.”
Most sales functions have trouble reaching senior
executives and, when they do finally reach them,
they don’t know how to be effective in the meeting.
We’ve studied what worldclass organizations
look like, and I can state unequivocally that selling to
executives is one of the most important steps a sales

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

function can take. Research from CSO Insights, the
research arm of Miller Heiman Group, confirms it.
When you compare a worldclass organization to
others, they reach the CSuite at a much higher rate.
With all strategic accounts, they have conversations
with key executives – key decision makers.
In fact, 90 percent of worldclass organizations
say they always gain access to key decision makers
during the sales process, compared to only 38
percent of other respondents. And 97 percent say
they have the right conversations with the right
people on all their strategic accounts, compared to
just 40 percent of other organizations.
So what does this mean? Getting access to top
executives is obviously important. I don’t think this
surprises anyone, but knowing what to do once you
get there is another story. Their time is valuable, so
you need to be ready to perform once you’re in
front of them. The key is to understand how they
make decisions, and then tailor your presentation to
meet their needs.
JF: So, how can sales professionals determine
how a particular executive makes decisions? Isn’t it
different for each one?
BM: It’s true every executive is unique, but
executive decisionmaking styles tend to fall into
distinct profiles. We spent eight years carefully
examining the habits of more than 1,600 decision
makers to understand how they make decisions. We
measured their survey responses and clustered the
results around 12 different attributes. Five profiles
emerged, defining distinctly different ways
executives make decisions. It’s really fascinating.
Each of the five profiles we discovered includes a
set of primary characteristics. First, we have
Charismatics – they are only interested in the high
level points of any discussion and they think in
headlines. So, sales professionals should give them
bullet points and address the risks upfront, then
stay grounded in results. These executives want a
broad understanding of what you can do to help
them solve their business challenges, and then they

want to make the decision. They like to talk a lot in
meetings, so give them ample time to do so.
Next up are the Skeptics. There is one basic rule
for dealing with Skeptics, and you cannot forget it. If
you don’t have credibility going into your meeting,
they’re not going to believe you or listen to you. The
only way to break through with them is to provide
credibility for what you’re presenting. Make sure
you’re armed with data to back up everything you
say. You’ll likely face a firestorm of questioning, but
you must remain confident and withstand the attack.
The third profile is the Thinker. These executives
are all about the process by which you arrived at
your conclusions. They want to understand how you
get to the results, and I’m talking about every aspect
of the journey. Before they buy into it, they need to
understand it. So, tell your story in chronological
order, and involve them in the process.
Fourth are the Followers. Here’s the tricky part –
nobody actually admits to being a Follower! But
Followers are unique in their need to see and
understand proof that what you’re selling has been
used before and produces results. So, your job is to
provide proof in the form of case studies, data points
or testimonies. Keep it simple, keep it relevant and
keep it credible.
Finally we have the Controller. These executives
are the hardest to read and, honestly, the hardest to
deal with. Here’s what you need to remember when
you’re selling to Controllers: you have to make it
their idea. The best approach is to get them to
believe they came up with the solution. They want
to control the process of making the decision, so you
need to enable the process but not force it.
Once you understand how executives make
decisions within this framework, you can start
thinking about how to best deliver your content
once you reach the CSuite.
JF: That’s excellent insight. But how do you know
which profile the executive you’re pitching to falls
into?
BM: I’ll be honest. This requires a lot of work on the
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front end, but it’s worth it because it’s really
BM: Of course, you have to be agile once you’re in a
important to understand the key decision maker
meeting with key executives and decisions makers,
before you meet with them. The good news is, there
and you can absolutely adjust on the fly. I’ve misread
are many ways you can go about getting the kind of
many situations during my career, but selling to
information you need to help shape your
executives is difficult and you need to use every
presentation.
advantage you have when you’re in the room with
For starters, you can take
them. You should do everything you
advantage of your network. You can
can to go into the meeting with an
carefully examine email you exchange
accurate assessment. If it becomes
Most sales
with the executive and get clues
clear the executive is a Controller
professionals
about that specific person’s preferred
instead of a Thinker, to use your
way of communicating. I often go
realize getting in example, just change the way you tell
through an email exchange with
the story. Start adjusting the
front
of
top
individual executives and determine
presentation to suit the Controller.
how they like to process information.
This reminds me of a reallife story
executives is the
Most executives write like they talk,
– the biggest disappointment in my
holy grail of sales. career, handsdown. It happened
so if you get an email that’s right to
the point and includes bullet points
An organization’s because I misread the situation and
and a clear objective, you’re probably
wasn’t agile enough during the
leaders
can
sign
dealing with a Charismatic. If another
meeting. Early in my career, I worked
executive gives you a lot of detail and
off on the biggest for a large services provider and we
walks through what the process is
were chasing a deal worth nearly $2
deals,
and
a
going to look like, chances are he or
billion. It took months to prepare and
she is a Thinker. You get the picture.
decision made by a it was exhausting. The client COO
If you’re still stuck, contact
was our coach, and he was a Thinker.
leader is less likely Every step had to be figured out, and
members in your network who know
the executive, or find people you
to be questioned. he had to understand every aspect of
know in the organization and ask
how we were going to do the deal.
However, selling
them. Ask how the executive likes to
Our coach guided our halfday
process information, and let your
presentation – which was based on
to executives is
contact talk. We’ve established a
our assessment that the CEO was also
easier said than
whole process designed around this
a Thinker. We went through every
kind of conversation, and it’s actually
aspect of the deal, thinking it was
done.
pretty easy once you learn what to
going well. The CEO never asked any
look for. The key takeaway here is, it’s
questions and even got up and left
a good idea to understand how an executive thinks
the room for about 30 minutes. Still, we continued
and makes decisions before you walk through the
presenting details, confident we were winning the
door.
business.
Our competitor, on the other hand, went in the
JF: Let’s say your research shows you’re dealing
next day and was done in 90 minutes. We thought it
with a Thinker, but the executive turns out to be a
was ours to win. About a week later, the COO called
Controller. Is there a way to readjust, your
and delivered the bad news – our competitor had
approach or will you miss out on the deal?
won. He said it was because the competitor had

“

”
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The Jonathan Farrington Interview

walked the CEO through the basic mechanics of the
deal and then connected on a personal level. Turns
out, the CEO was a Charismatic. We should have
done a better job before the meeting learning how
he made decisions. We never connected with him,
and that was what he needed. This is a great
example of why, at the end of the day, this stuff
matters.
JF: What else did your research tell you about
how to sell to executives?
BM: The second part of our research uncovered
how sales professionals sell, which goes handin
hand with the executive decisionmaking profiles.
Here’s what we discovered: 25 percent of
executives are Charismatics, yet only 4 percent of all
sales presentations are geared toward reaching
Charismatics! And only 19 percent of executives are
Skeptical, but 48 percent of all presentations are
built for them. In fact, 80 percent of all presentations
are targeted toward Skeptics and Controllers, while
they only represent about 25 percent of all
executives. As a rule of thumb, your focus should be
on Charismatics, Thinkers and Followers – they
make up 72 percent of all executives. Sadly, only 22
percent of all presentations are made for them.
As you can see, there is a huge disconnect
between the seller’s approach and the buyer’s
approach. This leads to potential deals being lost, all
because sellers are not connecting to executives or
understanding how they make decisions. This is
where the profiles come in. When you’re dialed into
an executive’s decisionmaking style, you have a
better understanding of when to introduce content
during your presentation, the depth of your
presentation, the order of your presentation and
what media, if any, to include.
They key takeaway here is, it’s not about your
style of presenting. It’s all about the executives and
their style of making decisions. Don’t get trapped by
your own style; adapt to theirs. You don’t have to
change your message – just the way you deliver it. It
can be difficult to do, but when we put

presentations together based solely on what we’re
good at, all we do is guarantee it will be ignored.
JF: What other areas should sales professionals
focus on to have the greatest impact?
BM: Reaching executives – key decisions makers –
only gets you partway to a sale. We believe sales
functions should be focused on three other areas, as
well: sales enablement, transformation and talent.
Let’s talk about sales enablement first. Maybe it
goes without saying, but organizations that have a
robust sales enablement function outperform those
that don’t. The numbers are staggering. Based on
research from CSO Insights, organizations with sales
enablement are as much as 10.2 percent more
successful reaching their revenue plan goals. If you
could guarantee a 10percent return on investment,
what’s stopping you from making it?
Next is transformation – no longer optional if you
want to be successful. Things are changing more
rapidly than ever before, and if you’re not keeping
up you’ll be left in the dust.
Finally, you need to make sure you understand
your talent in terms of knowing what makes your
best people great at what they do. Then you make
n
sure to go find more of them.

If you would like to learn more about CSO
Insights’ findings, download Miller Heiman
Group’s white paper examining the four
insights every sales leader should
know to be successful.
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Missed Sales Targets?
Sales May Not be to Blame
When a business fails to
meet its sales target, blame
usually gets pointed
squarely at members of the
sales team for not doing
their jobs properly. Bad salespeople! Sound
familiar?
on’t be so quick to jump to conclusions. To
be clear: there’s no question that sellers not
hitting their targets is a real problem today.
One recent study found that 45.4 percent of
salespeople miss their quota and only 54 percent of
those same professionals achieve enough revenue
to even meet quota.
We’re united in wanting to fix this problem.
Salespeople must hit their targets consistently.
Period. It’s a mistake, however, to assume that the
reason this isn’t happening rests automatically with
the sales team.
What you need to do is think less like a judge and
more like a diagnostician. See failing sales as a
symptom of a problem. Spend more time asking why
it happened rather than on deciding who is to blame.
I do this my own work with clients. I’m brought in
to fix what’s frequently described to me as a broken

D
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sales team. And more often than not, what I end up
fixing—and getting the results to prove it—are
operational and processdriven problems within a
company.
Let’s look as a few examples where the reasons
run deep why sales targets keep getting missed.
You can’t sell what you can’t ship—With one
parts manufacturer client, sales were closing at a
rate that was consistent with revenue, but
production scheduling of their product was a mess.
As a result, they were manufacturing parts that were
to be shipped the next month, not the current
month. That meant a whopping $1 million in orders
didn’t go out the door when it needed to and there
was nothing the company could do to make up for
that loss.
Beware technology snafus—A hightech client
was so eager to ship a product such that it didn’t test
their current software against an upcoming version
of the platform’s operating system. Everything
crashed. As it took months to fix this mistake,
customers defected.
You can’t sell what you can’t produce—Are you
producing your product in consistently reliable
quantities? If not, you might be making the same
mistake that one mining company made. They
previously had chosen to shrink production yields on
one product. As it reduced its availability in the

Colleen Francis

marketplace, they regularly sold out but well short of
the numbers needed to hit their revenue goals.
Deadlines and followingup both matter— How
quickly does your organization followup with
customers when pricing new projects? One
engineering consulting firm discovered that sales
were suffering simply because their teams were
taking more than two weeks to issue quotes on
projects. By the time they did send their quotes,
many customers had already moved on. Similarly, a
hardware company fell behind on its production
schedule and began missing important deadlines for
shipping. Again, customers moved on.
Factorin all holidays—One shipping department
wanted to get to the bottom of their sales target
woes. It was discovered that when the company’s
expediter went on holidays, no one took over. So
shipments would just sit of the shop floor past the
end of the month. You can’t bill for you cannot ship.
Beware toxic internal politics—This last one is a
doozy. With one client, I found myself in the middle

of a pitched battle between two divisions of a
company. The GM of the first division asked for
pricing from the second division. This was part of a
very large order. The GM of the second division
refused, because he insisted on owning the
customer involved in that sale. The bid went in
without the participation of the holdout division:
resulting in a potential loss of 2.8 million units sold.
Take time to do your investigative work as a sales
diagnostician. Don’t be so quick to accept the
simplest answer when trying to get to the bottom of
a downward trend in hitting sales targets. Sure it
might be that sales is simply not closing enough
deals. But, sales might not be the one, or the only
issue A little bit of digging can go a long way to
solving the problem much more thoroughly: that can
be to the advantage of an entire business, let alone
n
just the sales team.

Colleen Francis is the Founder and President
Engage Selling Solutions. Find out more here

Available today. Get your copy now.
In More Sales, Less Time, Konrath blends cuttingedge behavioral research with her own deep knowledge
of sales to teach you how to succeed in this age of distraction. You'll discover how to:
l Reclaim a minimum of one hour per day by

l Optimize your sales processes to eliminate

eliminating major time sucks and changing the way
you tackle email and social media.
l Free up time to focus on activities that have the
highest impact on your sales results.

redundancies and wasted time.
l Transform your mindset to effortlessly incorporate
new, more productive habits; leverage your best
brainpower; and stay at the top of your sales game.

If you wondered how Jill Konrath could possibly followup on three best selling books:
“Selling to Big Companies” “SNAP SELLING” and “AGILE Selling” you are about to find out.

Order your copy here

Dave Kurlan

The Crucial Selling Skill
That Nobody Talks About
Earlier this week I received
an unsolicited email from
the founder of a company
who introduced himself and
asked me to try his new
tool for speakers.

y itself, this was not unusual because I
receive 2025 unsolicited emails per day.
They want to optimize my website, sell me
SEO services, provide me with online marketing
tools, sell me the latest SaaS program, provide a
guest article for my Blog, buy advertising on my
Blog, sell me leads, book appointments for us with
prospects, or show me the latest sales enablement
tools. Unlike most, this particular email was actually
formatted and the sender signed his complete name,
title and company. But let's talk about the biggest,
most surprising thing about this sender that brings
us to the topic of today's article.
Just three days later I received a follow up email
from the same sender and the subject line read,
"Good By from [company name withheld]. The body
of the message began with, "I was looking forward to

B

helping you but I haven't received a response to any
of my emails...so I will be removing you from my
contact list."
I couldn't care less because the tool looked lame
and if he thought that he was going to hurt my
feelings with his threat to remove my name he is as
stupid as he is impatient. And patience is what I want
to talk about today.
"Patience is the most important selling skill that
nobody ever talks about. You can visualize patience
on a pendulum where on one side there is an excess
of patience and on the other, tremendous
impatience."
When there is an excess of patience it always
results in the salesperson accepting an endless
number of stalls and putoffs, thereby lengthening
the sales cycle, and shrinking the win rate.
When there is an excess of impatience, as we
observed with the email sender, there will be a
disproportionate number of prospects who become
turned off, pissed off, or offended.
In a perfect selling world, salespeople must be
able to walk the fine line between patience and
impatience. They must be able to challenge and
push back on stalls and putoffs, but do so with
kindness and professionalism so as not to cause a
prospect to feel pressure.
We can't call the skill Patience because that
implies having too much patience. But the correct
balance of patience is the key to pipeline velocity,
shorter sales cycles and higher win rates. I call this
n
the ability to Manage Patience.

And the best news? In the coming months
we will add Manages Patience to Objective
Management Group's (OMG) already feature
rich, acutely accurate and predictive Sales
Candidate Assessments. You can subscribe,
get a free trial, or request samples here
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Deals Stalling? How to cope with Buyer Inertia
The fear caused by Brexit
and the IMF cutting their
global growth forecasts
means that selling your
product or service is going
to be a tough job for some time to come.
Sales Forecast Constipation
This will mean that many firms will experience what I
call Sales Forecast Constipation. Your prospects may
still show initial interest in your offering, even to the
extent that you can legitimately enter them onto
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your sales forecast. But they are just not making the
commitment to buy.
What causes this inertia? The opportunity is on
your sales forecast and your prospect has admitted
to themselves (and you) that they have a problem to
address — so it's not a lack of awareness.
With increased uncertainty over budget
availability, fear over low or negative growth in their
industry sector and the CFO gearing up for the next
round of cost cutting initiatives, many of your
potential customers will conclude that investing in
new products and services is not a wise decision for
them right now.
As a result, you face the danger of “No Decision”
becoming your greatest competitor.

John Fedden

Consequently, your Sales Forecast might well
continue to grow, but with a chance of it developing
middle aged spread around the centre! Many
prospects get put onto the Sales Forecast but then
just stay there. Inertia becomes rife amongst your
prospects and it becomes harder and harder to
convert a Potential Opportunity to a “Sales Won”
stage.

Open your customer’s eyes to their Status
Quo
What can you do? How can you reframe your
proposition so that it is compelling? How can you
work with a prospect to make your business case a
priority for investment?
It is now time to help the customer calculate the
current cost of the Status Quo. This forms the front
end of a discussion you have with a prospect about
ROI.
ROI, or ReturnonInvestment, is a calculation
you will be very familiar with:
l ROI = (Gains – Cost)/Cost

However, as part of the process of clarifying the ROI
of adopting your solution, you need to calculate the
cost of doing nothing. If they stick with what they
have right now, as compared to investing in your
solution, how much will they actually be losing – per
day, per month, per year?
What is the true cost of doing nothing? While the
investment required for doing nothing is zero, the
return on doing nothing is actually negative —when
compared to the cost benefits of adopting your
solution.
Whereas a standard ROI emphasises the ‘gain’
issues, adding in the cost of doing nothing helps the
customer realize the ‘pain’ issues.
And you need to bring both customer ‘gain’ and
‘pain’ issues into play if you are going to dislodge
what is known as ‘Status quo bias’.

The Sales Conversation
Working with a customer and helping them
understand the cost of doing nothing transforms
you, in the buyer’s mind, from being a vendor
salesperson into a trusted customer advisor.
It allows the customer to uncover new insights
into their business. It allows you the opportunity to
have a totally different, highly consultative,
conversation that will set you apart from your
competitors.
In addition, using this approach you are able to
engage far earlier in the sales cycle and before your
competitors. Helping the customer unearth
problems that they just weren’t aware of drives
investment consideration, associated with your
solution, rapidly up the customer’s priority list.

The How
If having this sort of customer conversation is new
to you and you need help in actually undertaking the
calculations associated with the cost of “doing
nothing”, then you need to go and talk to some
experts in this field.
I have worked with many ROI experts over the
years. But to narrow down this list while maintaining
some impartiality, let me give you two options.
Shark Finesse is based in the UK but has a global
customer base. They work with loads of companies
ranging from small specialist consultancies through
to global brands with 1000+ salespeople.
ROI4SALES (now part of Technology Finance
Partners) is based in the States but also has a global
customer footprint. Their founder, Michael Nick, is a
world authority on building ROI into the sales
process
. n

John Fedden is a sales and marketing
consultant with 20 years’ experience
helping B2B companies to drive up sales
performance. Contact John here:
jfe@2markit.nl
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Getting The Most Out Of Your
Enablement Technology
It’s like having a car. You
bought it in the expectation
of achieving certain desired
results. But if you don’t
drive it, you won’t get the
benefits of owning it. And that’s not the
car’s fault.

of study participants have adoption rates lower than
50%, and another fifth ends up between 50% and
75%. In both these cases (which amount to 51% of
our study participants), there is no impact on sales
performance to be diagnosed. Only adoption rates
that are greater than 76% have a significant impact
on sales performance. The good news is that 49%
reported those adoption rates. So, if you are in the
49% group, you should experience, for instance, win
rate improvements by 11.9%, and quota
improvements by 6%. But if you did not experience
this performance impact, look at these six ways to
improve the adoption rate of your SECM technology.

#1 Set up your sales force enablement charter

ales leaders have lots of expectations when it
comes to sales enablement content
management (SECM) solutions. Based on our
CSO Insights Sales Enablement Optimization Study
2016, improving access to content for salespeople
leads the list with 57.4%, followed by reducing
search time (33.1%), sharing best practices,
improving sales and marketing alignment and
increasing win rates (27.7% each), and reducing the
rampup time of new hires (24.8%).
Now, let’s look at the adoption rate of those
SECM solutions. They are very mixed. Almost a third

S
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Enablement charters are highly relevant because if
there is no clarity on vision, mission, and purpose,
and no clarity on goals and objectives and how
enablement services impact productivity and
performance, then your efforts will not produce
results.
Energy has to be focused to create a movement.
And that’s the actual value of an enablement charter.
These are the primary areas you should define in
your charter: target audience, vision, mission, and
purpose, objectives to achieving the vision and the
related strategies to get you there, a timeline, and the
enablement services you are going to provide for
your target audience. And don’t forget to define the
metrics for measuring success.

#2 Clean up the content basement
Many sales content landscapes look like a chaotic
basement: all sorts of content everywhere – old,
new, relevant, and irrelevant. Assets exist in ten
different versions and ten different content
repositories. So, implementing an SECM solution is

Tamara Schenk

like moving to a new house: you don’t want to bring
all the clutter with you.
First, make an inventory of what exists, and
where. Assess your content assets in terms of quality
criteria, and then, be brave and throw away what’s
no longer relevant and what didn’t match the criteria.
Furthermore, our research indicates that only 39%
of all the content salespeople need along the entire
customer’s journey comes from marketing. That
means you will need a formal crossfunctional
production process and a related collaboration
model to be efficient and effective in the future.

#3 Define and create enablement content
services
Only content that’s valuable AND relevant really
matters, and that is determined by what’s relevant
and valuable to your prospects and customers. As
they still make the buying decision, it’s a nobrainer
that content should be tailored along the customer’s
journey and for the different buyer roles. Dynamic
value messaging is a big challenge to be mastered
here. Instead of having value propositions only, you
will need value hypothesis, value propositions in
different levels, and value confirmation messages
that have to be developed and integrated into
content assets.

#4 Aligning content and training services
For those of you in an enablement role, this may
sound familiar to you: “We need this, and we need
that, and you have nothing for our role, but we are
so special.” It happens all day long. If people don’t
know how to use their tools, they will never have
enough and always ask for more. Distributing
content and tools is not enough; training is also
important. So, “no content without training” should
become your motto. Create, for instance, a short
video about how to effectively use your newly
developed playbook, or even better, let a
salesperson explain it…

#5 Integrate your SECM into your CRM
system
Now, once we have done all the preparation work,
where do we put the SECM technology? Stand
alone? That’s probably not the best idea. It’s much
easier to drive adoption if you provide your SECM
solution within the CRM system. This way, it’s a “one
stop shopping” experience for salespeople.
Additionally, such an integration is the
prerequisite that you can suggest, which will allow
you to recommend sales content automatically
within the CRM when a salesperson adds a new
opportunity. Make sure that you align your content
design criteria, as discussed above, with the selling
scenario criteria in the CRM. All the work you have
done so far pays off now in this step.

#6 Implement “Be Inspired!”
Now, the salespeople will have anytime, anywhere
access to the right content, with the right value
messaging, for the right buyer roles, and that
addresses their business challenges at the right time.
We call a content delivery mechanism like that “Be
Inspired!”
Now, your focus should be entirely on a solid
implementation, based on senior executive buyin
and their ongoing involvement, in the context of a
change story that focuses on why, what, how, and
when.
Last but not least: Please make sure that your
sales managers coach their salespeople accordingly.
Only then can an SECM implementation be
successful.
And please don’t forget to measure and to adjust
regularly. And use the full analytics capabilities of
your SECM solution – but that’s a topic for another
n
article.

Tamara Schenk is Research Director with CSO
Insights, The Research Division of Miller
Heiman Group. Find out more here
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How the Right Sales Tool Can Reinvigorate Your
Sales Team and Accelerate Your Sales Cycle
The modern sales
environment is a
challenging one,
characterized by
transformation and a
changing buyer’s market. An exceptional
salesperson is an adaptable salesperson,
someone who can roll with the punches
and alter their strategy in conjunction with
the increasingly-complex sales market.
ut even a rock star salesperson faces
considerable struggle in a market where
competitive differentiation is difficult to
come by and the challenges of a long sales cycle are
compounded by a failure to leverage internal
resources and stay focused on what matters most –
selling.
Thankfully, technological innovation in the sales
and marketing realm can help alleviate these pain
points in the form of sales software. With the right

B
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sales tool, your team can easily streamline your sales
process and accelerate your sales cycle while
increasing productivity and agility to boost your ROI.
The key lies in choosing a sales solution that is easy
to use and easy to integrate so your sales team can
revitalize its functionality with minimal hassle. To
find your ideal sales solution, it is crucial to find a
sales tool with the following capabilities:

Reducing Administrative Tasks for Your Sales
Team
Your sales team should spend the majority of their
time selling. While this may seem like an obvious
statement, it is not uncommon for those in sales to
spend the majority of their time on tasks other than
selling. An astounding 59% of the average sales
person’s time is spent on activities other than selling,
from wading through administrative tasks to
searching for usable selling content and resources. It
is a waste of time and talent to have your key
salespeople focused on tedious admin tasks when
they could be hustling to bring in revenue. The right
sales tool can guarantee that those monotonous

Leo Tucker

daytoday tasks are taken care of so your sales
team can zone in on their sales strategy.

Sales Tool Integration with CRM
If you are in the market for a sales tool, a crucial
element that you will need to consider is integration.
In particular, you want to look for a sales tool that
will integrate with your existing CRM system. By
choosing a software solution that meshes well with
your current sales practices, you can streamline the
efforts of your sales reps by reducing the number of
steps they must take when working through the
sales cycle and making the software available from
within the CRM system they spend the majority of
their time working in.

Accelerating the Sales Process
One of the largest problems faced by sales teams
today is enduring the sheer length of the sales cycle.
Slow sales cycles can be a significant source of
frustration for sales teams; the complexity of the
selling process, coupled with a changing buyer’s
market, frequently results in indecisive buyers
because sales teams simply aren’t presenting their
greatest value to the customer.
A shortened sales cycle means an improvement
in sales and marketing morale, increased conversion
rates and conversion speed and, most importantly,
increased revenue. In order to help accelerate your
sales cycle, a sales solution should be able to assist
you in capturing and retaining your audience’s
attention as you lead them down the funnel. By
qualifying the right leads and engaging your
prospects with the right content, you can accelerate
and increase conversions to close deals faster.

company with insights into sales performance so
you can have a macro overview of your sales team
to identify what’s working and what needs to be
improved. If sales managers are unable to track sales
efforts and measure whether or not sales reps are
on track to meet their quotas, they cannot properly
make adjustments to ensure that their sales team is
operating at maximum efficiency and profitability. By
selecting a sales tool that provides insights into sales
performance, sales managers can better direct their
sales reps towards success.

An EasytoUse Sales Solution
In order for a sales solution to work for your team,
your sales reps have to want to use it. That means
that the benefits of integration for a given sales tool
should be readily apparent to your team. A sales tool
with a steep learning curve will be met with
resistance by your sales team; any sales solution you
choose should be easily adaptable to your team’s
existing sales process. Look for a sales solution that
is easy to use with CRM integration and a simple
adoption strategy that includes training and
onboarding. Once your sales reps understand the
added value provided by the sales software, they will
be all too eager to incorporate the solution into their
workflow and a seamless software integration will
soon follow.
It can be daunting trying to select a sales solution
that perfectly meets your team’s needs. With so
many options out there, how can you know what
sales tool is right for you? PGi’s Sales Tools Buyer’s
Guide will help you ask the right questions to ensure
that you find a sales solution that alleviates all your
pain points.

Insights into Sales Performance

“Sales Execution Trends 2014” (Qvidian, n.d.),
http://www.qvidian.com/sites/default/files/resource/Sales
n
ExecutionTrends2014.pdf.

They say knowledge is power and when it comes to
revitalizing your sales process, this adage proves to
be all too true. A sales solution should provide your

Leo Tucker is Senior Vice President of
Global Marketing. Download PGi’s Sales Tools
Buyer’s Guide here
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Is Your Fear of Disruption Hindering
Sales Manager Development?
When it comes to sales
manager training, many
sales leaders face a
conundrum. They know
they need to train and
equip their sales managers for success.
ut they have also made significant previous
investments in sales tools including CRM
systems, sales methodologies like The
Challenger Sale or Consultative Selling, and coaching
methodologies like GROW and Situational
Leadership. How will sales manager training affect
those investments?
In most cases, sales leaders have seen only
lacklustre return on these endeavours and are more
than a bit sceptical about throwing good money
after bad. In addition, they are loathe to do anything
that could marginalize prior initiatives. Leaders fear
the potential disruption of layering new training
onto systems already in place, so many wind up
sitting on the fence about sales management

B
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training, repeatedly postponing the decision to get
managers the skills they need to effectively lead
their teams.
The cost of this indecision is high. Recent
research conducted by Vantage Point has quantified
the cost of a bad sales manager to be at least $3.5
million per manager… per year. That’s a staggering
blow to a company’s sales performance, so it’s time
to jump off the fence. How? By changing the
conversation.
When evaluating sales management training, the
question should not be: “How will this hurt my prior
investments?” Instead, ask: “How does this training
help me leverage what I already have in place? How
does this training help me get more out of my
previous investments?” The best sales management
training doesn’t degrade what you’ve already done;
it builds on that foundation. It makes prior
investments even more powerful by integrating
them more deeply into the way managers do their
jobs every day.
Good sales management training equips
managers to do three primary tasks that are critical
for their jobs—and every task requires a variety of

Michelle Vazzana

skills and tools which may already be in place. Sales
management training in each of the following sales
management
areas
can
augment
existing
investments:
1. Alignment. Managers must create a clear line
of sight between a rep’s daily activities and their
quota. They must be able to chart a path for each
rep that aligns the end results to be achieved (e.g.,
quota), the best objectives or KPIs (e.g., the products
they need to sell, the types of customers they
should sell to, or close rates) and the specific
activities needed to achieve these objectives (calls,
proposals, networking events, etc.). Welldesigned
sales management training should show managers
how to leverage the CRM, dashboards, metrics,
reports, and other tools already in place to create
clarity for sellers so everyone knows exactly where
they are along the path to quota—and what they
need to do to cross the finish line.
2. Execution. Whereas alignment creates a plan
for success, execution—the second critical
management task—is all about ensuring that the plan
is carried out well. Again, when used to their full
potential, your existing tools and methodologies can
help managers be much more effective in guiding
reps through successful execution of their plans.
Take pipeline management, for example. Nearly
every company has pipeline data within its CRM
system, and most managers hold regular pipeline
meetings with their reps. Good sales management
training won’t replace that technology; instead it will
teach managers to better leverage their pipeline
information to shorten the selling cycle, increase
close rates, and dramatically improve CRM usage
and adoption. The richer the tools and the
methodologies in place, the richer the management
conversation can be, leading to more effective
execution of sales plans. Again, the best sales
management training will build on existing tools, not
seek to replace them.
3. Assessment. Assessment is how managers
determine if reps on a team are making desired
progress toward goals—e.g., selling the right

products to the right customers. If the needles aren’t
moving, managers need to know right away and be
armed to take corrective action. To monitor and
coursecorrect successfully, managers must
establish a rhythm of inspection of leading
indicators—those guideposts that reveal whether
progress is on track or stalled. For instance: Are the
right number and type of opportunities in the
pipeline? Is the win rate acceptable? While most
companies have reporting systems and robust
dashboards in place to show which needles are
moving, we often find that managers don’t leverage
their information here in the best way. Managers
may have very detailed data about the composition
of a rep’s pipeline—which products are being
proposed, which customer types are being targeted,
and how long opportunities linger in the pipeline—
however, if they are not utilizing that information
regularly in meaningful conversations with their
sellers, productivity gains go unrealized. Carefully
designed sales management training examines a
company’s existing assessment tools and trains
managers how to use them to glean hidden data to
guide sales towards revenue goals.
Bottom line: It is time to dispel the fear that new
sales management training will unravel old
investments in sales tools and methodologies. On
the contrary, great training leverages those previous
investments to extract more value from them by
more fully integrating them into the way sales
managers align goals to activities, help reps execute
to plan, and create a rhythm for regular assessment
of rep performance. Sales managers are the most
important resource for driving sales results—make
sure they are prepared for success by training them
in a way that makes your company’s prior efforts
n
even more valuable.

Michelle Vazzana is a founding partner at
Vantage Point Performance, a global sales
management training and development firm.
Find out more here
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Creating a Proposal Framework That Closes
The proper framework for
your proposals is essential
in communicating the
necessary elements and
your game-changing
differentiators to your prospect. This
provides them with a compelling reason to
choose you as their solution partner.

your proposal into a story format — featuring the
prospect as the main character and protagonist —
you will naturally compel your prospect to interact
and react.
A compelling story — like an action adventure —
starts with a villain (the pain). The hero (you, the
solution) enters the fray to change the outcomes
(the gain) for all parties. The story concludes with a
big celebration highlighted on the front cover of the
newspaper (the proof) about the victorious results.
That story formula — pain, solution, gain and
proof — draws the buyer into the dialogue because it
starts with them and positions the proposed scenario
in their pointofview. The story elements work
together to create a bridge between the prospect
and their pains, and you and your solutions.

Proposal Element 1: The Pain

Tell your prospect a story
Before we get into the framework specifics, the
most important thing to remember throughout the
entire proposal process is to make the proposal
about the prospect. This is not about you and what
you can provide but about them, their problem and
how your solution will lead them to success.
People love stories. Stories resonate, stories
illustrate and stories captivate. So when you arrange
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First, when creating the content for the proposal,
always begin with what we heard. This is your
opportunity to speak specifically to the pains the
client expressed in your discovery meeting and
remind them of their own words.
Example: “John, when we talked on the phone last
week, what we heard is that your team is struggling
with ‘A.’ You shared with us that you believe the
reason for this is ‘B.’
It is important to remind them of why they
contacted you in the first place, show them you
were listening and have become an expert on their
problem, bring them back to their pain and then drill
down even further.
“Every moment you delay, you are losing more
money. We need to fix these problems, and we
need to fix them now.”
With the framing “what we heard,” you also have
the opportunity to make refinements based on their
confirmation of your situational summary. While
respectful to them, it also fosters the partnership
with your prospect.

Jay Mitchell

Proposal Element 2: The Solution

Proposal Element 4: The Proof

Next, outline the solution essentials — that is, those
solution capabilities that both you and any
competitors (identified or potential) offer.
“When you work with us, here is the core package
you’ll receive.”
This is your opportunity to set the bar. The
prospect is likely having similar discussions with
other solution providers, and you need to be sure
to cover the essentials they are receiving
everywhere else. You don’t want to miss important
basics of what they need.
Following the solution essentials, it is time to
bring your “wow factor” — your differentiators.
“But if you work with us, this is what you get
above and beyond what you will receive elsewhere.
This is the specific thing you will receive from our
team that will take you to a whole new level of
success.”
Earlier you set the bar with the essentials, and
now you have the opportunity to raise it, setting up
an unfair competitive position™ for you in the mind
of your prospect. They are receiving “A,” “B” and
“C” everywhere else, but you need to expand on
“D” — your competitive advantage — the factor
that makes your solution worth the premium price
you command. Make your differentiator the
missing piece that truly solves their pain.

This is the final, most underutilized piece necessary
to help the prospect choose you and your solution.
Providing proof, through case studies, client
testimonials and even solution demonstrations,
when appropriate, will show you are more than talk.
“Here is an example of a client we worked with who
was suffering from a similar issue, and this is what we
did to not only solve their problem, but we were also
able to help this key metric improve by 10%.”
Again, this is about the prospect and their pain, so
show them they are not alone in their struggle — but
more importantly, on the other side problem they
find themselves in today. Give them a visual, a
written testimony or client value story, and you can
even put them in touch with a customer reference.
Alternatively, highlight the elements of your solution
(ideally differentiators) in a demonstration that
directly addresses their pain, and deliver the target
results.

Proposal Element 3: The Gain
The next step, unveiling the solution outcome, will
show the prospect the gain by choosing you.
“By working with us, the issue you came to us with
will be solved.”
Discuss the outcomes in light of the “what we
heard” summary you reviewed with your prospect
earlier. Throughout the entire proposal you have
been creating a sense of pain and urgency that has
led you to this point. Now you are linking the gains
they desire to the pains you spotlighted — with
your solution as the only bridge between the two.

Prepare for the Proposal
You may be wondering who has time for all of this.
Surely, not your sales team!
Our advice is to have a template prepared in
advance. This is going to save your frontline sales
team crucial time and energy. Proposal templates
empower sellers to tailor the content to the
customer’s unique buying scenario — versus creating
the content from scratch. Empower marketing and
product marketing teams to collaborate in
developing proposal templates.
By following this framework and including these
essential pieces to your proposal, you are sure to
close more deals. If you have any questions on how
to guide your team through this process, don’t
hesitate to reach out to us at information@mereo.co. n

Jay Mitchell is the President & Founder
at Mereo LLC. Find out more here
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5 (+1) Surprisingly Common Misconceptions
About Closing Sales
They say that “common sense” really isn’t all that common. When it comes
to closing sales, there’s a lot of misconceptions out there that do sellers
more harm than good. I’ve probably heard them all, and – at some point –
tried them all.
The fact is, if you only “close” at the very end of
the sales cycle, you probably already lost the deal
(you just don’t know it yet).

#2. Closing is a technique

o trust me when I say that the 5 things I’ll talk
about next will keep you from closing sales –
not help you do it.

S

#1. Closing happens at the very end
In the 80s and 90s, there was an entire school of
thought dedicated to closing sales. The prevalent
thinking was that “closing” was something you did at
the end, usually involving some kind of highpressure
tactic that was intended to jolt the buyer into action.
“Closing” was apparently also what got you coffee.
Fortunately, today most sellers have realised that
closing is something that happens gradually
throughout the sales cycle, with a number of “micro
closes” happening at each state of the sales process.
Sometimes that can happen quickly (think about the
“one call close”, usually involving simple, transactional
sales) and sometimes that can take years.
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Closing is not a technique – although there’s a lot of
talk about things like the Ben Franklin close,
impending event close, sharp angle close and other,
similar closing techniques.
Closing is a mindset, and it’s a process. Closing is
about diligently and purposefully working towards
the end result: a deal that is mutually beneficial for
you and your customer. That’s the mindset part: it’s
not about “winner take all”, or using some sleazy
slimy tactic to get the deal across the finish line.
And it’s about leading the sales process in such a
way that you gradually obtain the commitment you
require in order to do business. That’s the process
side of it.
Doing so involves taking a stepbystep,
collaborative approach to doing things. Closing is not
about asking “if I do X, will you sign ?” That’s short
term, tactical and – at worst – insulting to your buyer.

#3. Closing is unnecessary
There are those who say that “if you run the sales
process well, closing isn’t necessary”.
Whether it’s personal inhibitions or simply the
fact that certain sellers don’t know how to close
successfully, this misconception about closing sales is
perhaps the most destructive of all.

Ago Cluytens

Successful sellers know and understand that
closing is something that you do at every stage in the
sales process, and on a multitude of levels. Done
well, it happens continuously and is an invisible, yet
highly necessary, part of the sales cycle.
Not done, it’s a recipe for long, drawnout sales
cycles, low win rates and the eternal #2 spot on the
podium.

l You – first and foremost, you should close your

#4. The seller closes the buyer

l

Here’s an interesting one: sellers always seem to
assume that it’s their role to close the buyer (or the
deal). In reality, buyers are also closing you. After all,
both parties need to agree on certain key aspects of
the deal, from whether or not a collaboration is
perceived to be successful to the price and
services/goods exchanged.
The “seller closes buyer” perspective is indicative
of the mindset that puts the seller at a disadvantage
versus the buyer, and asks them to do most – if not
all – of the work to move a deal forward.
In truth, the buyerseller dance is much more
balanced than that. Both parties have things to gain
and things to lose. Successful sellers realise that, and
sell from a position of equality, not servitude.

#5. Always Be Closing
Look, I love Glengarry Glen Ross as much as the next
guy, but the fact is that – no – you should not always
be closing. Appearing too eager, too pushy and too
slick will sink your deal faster than you can say “ABC”.
As a professional seller, your primary objective
should be to deliver value to your buyer. As my friend
James Muir puts it in his book “The Perfect Close”,
every sales interaction must be inherently valuable.

l

l

l

buyer on who you are, and what you bring to the
table as a sales professional and advisor. Unless
you do that, you won’t build trust. And unless you
build trust, forget about closing anything.
Your company – second, your buyer should be
convinced that your firm is the right choice for
them. Do your operating procedures fit ? Size ?
Brand ? Values ?
Your product/service – then, you need to close
your buyer on the product/service (combination)
you’re proposing. Is there a clear, undisputable
match between what they need and what you
can offer them ?
The end result – once everything else is in place,
you need to close on the end result. Can you help
them achieve what they set out to do ?
The risks – the final step is about addressing the
risks. What happens when things do not go
according to plan (which they inevitably will) ?
What steps and measures do you have in place to
ensure you will still help your client achieve the
end result they seek ?

Incidentally, substitute “product/service” for need,
and this is the exact list of items that buyers need to
close sellers on as well. Professional sellers want to
work with individuals they trust, companies they can
work with, who have a need they know they can
solve. And they want to make sure the collaboration
will be successful, and any risks that may happen will
be jointly and swiftly overcome.
Closing is not about employing a checklist of “7
techniques” to push a deal over the line.
It’s about working a gradual, stepbystep
process that is intended to move a sale forward over
time, resulting in an arrangement from which both
n
parties benefit.

#6. (Bonus Tip) Closing is about sealing the deal
This is too simplistic. In reality, we close on a variety
of levels. As a seller, you should be closing your buyer
on the following:

Ago Cluytens is Practice Director, EMEA at
Rain Group. Find out more by visiting here
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Can The Structure Of A Military Marching Band
Be A Metaphor For Organizing A Sales Force?
Last month, in my article
about challenges with
quota setting and quota
attainment, I argued that
applying the “Bell Curve”
performance model implies, that sales
executives and managers do not expect all
members of a sales force to reach their
quota.

he percentage of members having to be at or
above quota depends on the mix of steady,
under and over performers. This induces quite
a bit of uncertainty and risk whether the overall

T
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number for the sales force will be met and also
implies a risk of demotivation for the lower
performers. As the whole theory of management is
manmade and not based on laws dictated by nature,
I think it is legitimate to ask if there exist other
performance models with inherent lower risk of
missing the overall target and demotivated people.

How performance was measured for Swiss
Military Marching Bands
Being a Swiss citizen, serving in the military was
compulsory. I had the good fortune of having been
admitted to a Swiss Military band to serve my duties.
I still remember very well an incident where our drill
sergeant and conductor confined to us in confidence
that he was very upset with the colonel who had

Christian Maurer

inspected our band earlier that day. The colonel had
asked to put us through some tough sports exercises
and finally we were ordered to give a short private
concert to him. Being exhausted from the sports
exercises our concentration level was low and there
were several false notes to be heard in that short
concert. The colonel thought that, overall, we had
done a good job. Our drill sergeant however
complained that the colonel had applied a wrong
model to judge our performance. The colonel had
applied the typical “Bell Curve” model and in his
judgement, we showed a good performance despite
the false notes he very likely noticed as well. Our
drill sergeant had a different benchmark for our
performance. He told us that for a good
performance of a military marching band, every
member of the band has to play his part with 100%
accuracy. So, I do have at least one personal
example of a performance model deviating from the
wellknown “Bell Curve” model.

Can the performance of a sales force be
managed in the same way?
For managing the performance of a salesforce in the
same way as a military band, the sales plan would
have to be of similar granularity as the partition of
musical piece played by the band. A partition lays
out exactly what contribution each type of
instrument (e.g. trumpets, trombones, tubas etc.) has
to make to produce the overall sound of the band.
Within a particular group of instruments there are
also different voices. To contribute to the overall
sound not all musicians need to master the same
difficulties. But all musicians need to master their
part perfectly. Errors cannot be compensated to
produce a perfect desired sound.
A partition of music piece is thus designed that
musicians with different talents and skills together
can produce a perfect desired sound.
In a sales plan, there would thus be territories
requiring different levels of talent and skills assigned
to people that could execute perfectly the plan for

the specific territory (100% quota attainment).

Is there any additional benefit if salesforce
performance management would be done in
this way?
Think of a supply chain designed to a certain
capacity. The reliance on reaching the numbers by
compensating the underperformance of some by
the overperformance of others will probably very
rarely get very close to the 100% budget attainment
of the whole salesforce. The target of the whole
team will probably be under or overshot by a
nonnegligible amount. For the supply chain, this
amounts to either the risk of obsolete inventory if
the target is undershot or to having to provide extra
production capacity at a higher than normal cost
level (think of additional overtime compensation
charges) or it will lead to unmet delivery dates due to
the shortage of delivery capacity. All salespeople
performing compliant to individual plans leads to
less uncertainty than hoping that over and
underachievement will balance itself out at the end.

Conclusion
Selecting and assigning the right talent to flawlessly
execute a well thought out detailed individual plan
for each member of the salesforce is the starting
point for good overall performance but not
sufficient in itself. Evidently training and coaching
are other essential elements to get the desired
performance.
Music conductors know that poorly planned
talent assignments cause cacophony. I think the way
sales forces are currently structured and managed,
they produce more often cacophony than humming
smoothly. Sales executives and managers can learn
from music conductors about an alternative mental
n
model for performance management.

Find out more about Christian Maurer and
The Ultimate Sales Executive Resource here
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Three Ways to Improve Your
Prospecting Results
There is an old saying that
makes a great mantra for
creating full sales pipelines:
“If you want to catch more
fish, you must fish where
the fish are.” You may not be a fishing fan,
but the sport teaches good lessons.
ardworking salespeople often miss sales
goals because they are fishing in the wrong
ponds or for the wrong fish. They pursue
prospects and opportunities that are never going to
close, even if they have the sales talent of the late
Zig Ziglar.
Here are three ways to improve your prospecting
results.

H

#1. Get clear on your ideal client
You can have the best fishing gear money can buy.
But if you are fishing in the wrong pond, you aren’t
going to land the big one. Conduct a winloss
analysis and apply the EQ (emotional intelligence)
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skills of reality testing and problem solving. Examine
where you are winning business and analyze these
key points:
l What is the source of your biggest and most

profitable wins? Is there a particular referral
source or marketing strategy that is generating
better leads? For example, I have a colleague that
runs a strategic management consulting firm.
When he refers an account to us, our close rate is
around 7080 percent. There is high trust in this
consultant, which leads to high trust in our ability
to deliver sales results.
l Demographics. This data includes criteria such as
revenue, number of employees, geographic
location or stage of growth. Upon closer analysis,
you may discover that close ratios improve
dramatically when you provide services for
companies with “X” number of employees or
amount of revenue.
l Psychographics. This one might surprise you
because it’s often ignored when trying to figure
out where to fish. Psychographics classify
prospects by their attitudes or values, and often
are more important than the demographics.

Colleen Stanley

For example, in my business, close ratios increase as
much as 30 percent when I work with sales
organizations that value education and outside
expertise. They view training as an investment that
compounds, not an expense.
Here’s an exercise to run with yourself or your
sales team. Write down your best clients and list their
attributes. You will find the list is comprised of traits
such as valuing expertise and being willing to pay for
it. Our best clients are committed to winwin
relationships and they treat vendors like partners.
When creating your pursuit strategy or top 20
target list, include all of the above in deciding where
you are going to fish. Use the EQ skill of reality
testing. It just might be time to fish in a different pond.

#2: Align with good referral partners
The key to successful business development is the
integration of something new with something old 
and proven. Keep using your social media selling
tools, but also include proven tools of prospecting,
such as building strong networks and referral
partners.
Great referral partners are noncompeting
vendors that fish in similar ponds as you. I like to call
them your mini sales team. Strong referral networks
are an incredibly effective way to meet elusive, busy
buyers. But sales professionals must realize that
referral partnerships take work. Many salespeople
give in to the pull of instant gratification, thinking
that one breakfast meeting or phone call with a
potential partner creates a relationship.
Building strong networks is a lot like building a
successful financial portfolio — you must invest time
and energy before enjoying a return on the
investment.
Apply the EQ skills of delayed gratification and
interpersonal skills to yield better prospecting
results with your partners, your mini sales team.
l Referral partners take time to understand the

demographics and psychographics of their

referral partner’s best clients. When you are clear
on what to look and listen for, you will make more
effective introductions for your partners and
clients.
l Make professional introductions. Instant
gratification salespeople are lazy. Instead of
making a proper introduction, they say, “Just call
Charlie. Tell him I told you to call.” What if Charlie
doesn’t want to take that call? Now, you’ve put
your referral partner in chase mode.

#3. Use the right bait
OK, you are clear on your ideal client and your
referral partners are referring. Now, don’t blow the
first sales conversation by using an ineffective hook
 a bad value proposition. You need a strong one to
engage the prospect, even after a warm
introduction. How many of you have been asked,
even after being referred into an opportunity, “Tell
me more about your organization”?
Be prepared and create value propositions with
value. Most elevator pitches are pretty bad, focusing
only on the features and benefits of their products
and services. That’s nice. But research shows that
people move two to three times faster to avoid pain
rather than achieve gain. Focus on the problems you
solve for your customers.
Let me be blunt. No one cares about what you
do. They care about problems you solve. “We help
companies that are falling behind their competitors
because they keep designing products that no one
wants to buy.”
If you want to improve your prospecting
results, fish where the fish are. Get clear on your
ideal client, align with good partners and arm
yourself with compelling value propositions. Soon
you will be bragging about landing the big one! n

Colleen Stanley is the founder and President
of SalesLeadership, Inc. Find out more here
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Get more clients and grow your business by referral... guaranteed!

Check out the FREE Referral Card

Give, get, track, and manage your referrals with this free new tool.
“This is a game changer... the biggest
advance in referral marketing in 20 years!”

“Refer.com is the answer for business
success! It’s like LinkedIn for referrals.”

Tim Templeton, Best Selling Author of The Referral
of a Lifetime

Dave Dias, Chairman & CEO, Insurance Thought
Leadership
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The Top Sales Hardtalk Series is Back!
Hosted by the ebullient Barb Giamanco, expect fastpaced, relevant and indepth
conversations that are always on topic.
We will be releasing one recording for download every Tuesday. Here is December’s timetable.
Tue 6th  James Muir
The Perfect Close: The Secret to
Closing Sales

Tue 13th  Jim Cathcart
Relationship Selling

And you if you missed any of November’s Hardtalks, you can listen to the recordings here too:
l
l
l
l
l

Ken Thoreson  Understanding Emotional Leadership and How it Drives High Performance
Julie Hansen  Buyer Trends You Must Address in Your Presentation
Brynne Tillman  Leveraging Your Network to Get More Qualified Referrals with LinkedIn
Kyle Tothill  Hiring Great Sales Talent
Tim Clarke  The Sales Puzzle: Salesforce Goes Beyond the Technology

LISTEN HERE AT

Top Sales Article & Blog Post

This Month’s Top Sales Article
HBR is Wrong Again  Social Selling is not the
Remedy for Lousy Salespeople by Dave Kurlan

R

ecently, the Harvard Business Review Blog ran
this story on how social selling will benefit B2B
Selling. Really? Aside from the fact that it's old news,
the story contained some misleading information!
In November of 2014, following a year of
research, I published a comprehensive study  The
Modern Science Behind Sales Force Excellence. You
can download the free White Paper here. One of the
conclusions in the study was that the B2B
companies that were having the greatest success
were formally engaged in Social Selling. Those
companies reported that they were experiencing
nearly 40% more qualified leads.
The HBR article says that if companies don't
change their outdated thinking and sales models

then 1,000,000 salespeople could become obsolete.
True. In March of 2015 I wrote that 1,000,000
salespeople would find themselves obsolete  more
old news. But the answer to this problem is not
where they say it is. The article claims that Social
Selling could be the solution. Wrong. Social Selling
works at the top of the funnel, before a first
conversation has taken place. Social content might
be applicable after a first conversation but by then
it's too late. It is during the first and subsequent
conversations where differentiation takes place and
that is exactly where changes in selling strategy,
tactics, process and methodology must occur.
Companies with a transactional sale will always
Read More
be vulnerable and their salespeople...

This Month’s Top Sales Blog Post
Four Ways HighPerforming Sales Teams
Excel in the Age of the Customer by Tiffani Bova

D

uring my twenty years leading and analyzing
sales organizations, I have seen a steady
cadence of trends come and go, but only lately can I
say I’ve witnessed the marketplace — and
subsequently the very role sales reps play —
transform. A series of relatively recent milestones
such as the rise of the smartphone, rapid fire
adoption of social media, and the growth of online
communities have created a new breed of
customers who, for the first time ever, are truly in
charge of their buying journeys and decisions. To
put this in perspective, sixtyone percent of
consumers — and 76% of business buyers — say
they feel significantly more empowered than they

did five years ago, according to Salesforce
Research’s “State of the Connected Customer“
report. For the layperson, it’s surreal to think about
how much everything has changed in such a short
span of time. For the salesperson, it can be
downright daunting.
So how can sales teams step up and excel in the
Age of the Customer? After reading the new
“Second Annual State of Sales” report it’s evident
that this is on the top of sales leaders’ minds. The
research shows that six of the top eight sales
objectives over the next 1218 months are
customeroriented,
and
meeting
customer
Read More
expectations is cited as the top...
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Our 2016 Partners
Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.
If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW sponsor
and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Our Principal Sponsor is
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